
How do you track the 
results of your company?

www.bxbsoft.com

With BXBsoft Business Intelligence 
tools you can increase the productivity 
of all departments and the result of 
your business. 

It is a low cost of ownership software 
and provides rapid return on 
investment, enabling small and medium 
organizations also have access to highly 
efficient management instruments. 

Useful in any kind of organization 
and industry, the BI software can be 
integrated into business application 
systems and assists in the analysis and 
management of information, both of a 
project or department as well as in a 
whole company.

See what the customers say:

“It is easier to compare data in different ways. 
It helps us very much when negotiating with 
suppliers, provide better sales, inventory 
and procurement planning.”

Gabriel Seifert, director & owner of
Seifert Ótica e Joalheria

“The benefits brought by BXBsoft BI tools 
have given us meaningful agility to analyze 
our financial situation in real time, and 
evaluate our historical data in a brief and 
reliable way.”

Edson Althoff
CFO of Cinq Technologies

“It’s straight to the point, we do not need 
special training, do not pay for more than 
we need. From installation to the use, it 
took less than a week.”

Nilo Ferreira Junior 
CEO of Embrapol

Special conditions for business software 
application developers and integrators looking 
for a more dynamic data analysis and decision 
support tool.



Software that helps small and medium 
companies to reach success

Report Generator with web interface, 
based on Business Intelligence 
concepts. Developed to meet the 
manager needs, provides flexibility 
and agility to generate its own 
reports. Allows scheduling and send 
reports by email.

Its mission is to send e-mail messages, 
which can be reminders for events 
recorded in the database, as well as 
warnings about data found outside of  
previously conditions set up.

Allows to compose panels (dashboards) 
with the key indicators that the 
manager must follow, providing a 
quick view of the business situation. 
With web interface, can also be used 
on tablets and smart phones.

Accessible price for SMB (small and medium business)
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Decision support tool that provides 
the manager a set of simple and 
practical tools to view indicators 
and analyze historical data as well 
as ranking, ABC curve, temporal 
analysis etc.


